Thank you for your Boiler Gold Sponsorship!
BE the Future of Hospitality.

Learn more about INSPIRE and other career opportunities


How will you design your career with Accor?

Apply to Inspire Purdue Exclusive
Bring Your Skills, Your Passion, And Your *Purdue Hospitality Degree* To The Growing Healthcare Foodservice Industry.

The Association for Healthcare Foodservice (AHF) believes healthcare organizations are best served by foodservice teams that are part of a facility’s own staff—*we call these facilities “Self-Operated”*. Come talk to AHF about internships and careers in the healthcare foodservice industry. *Representatives from ProHealth Care will be available to meet with you.*
FULL-TIME PART-TIME INTERNSHIPS

LEARN THE SKILLS TO MANAGE AN AWARD-WINNING HOTEL

JOB SHADOW, LEARN, AND WORK THROUGH MULTIPLE DEPARTMENTS
ATTEND AN EVENT AND LEARN HOW TO NETWORK YOUR HOTEL
BE A PART OF BRAND REVENUE, P&L, AND CORPORATE MONTHLY CALLS

GRADUATES JOIN THE MANAGER IN TRAINING PROGRAM

DORA HOSPITALITY

APPLY ONLINE AT DORAHG.COM
9904 N BY NORTHWEST BLVD, FISHERS, IN 46037
INTERESTED IN BUILDING A CAREER IN NEW HOME SALES?
JOIN US AT THE HTM/CSR CAREER FAIR ON SEPTEMBER 27!

$198,000
2021 AVERAGE INCOME

• Ensure customer satisfaction and experience through the new home build process by prospecting, educating, and setting proper expectations for the build experience.

• Learn and lead the customers through the sales process from initial contact to contract by understanding and selling to their needs.

• Gain valuable sales skills that will help you achieve and execute a proactive prospecting, follow-up, and marketing plan.

• We give Sales Associates the tools, training, and support to achieve sales success through on-the-job training. Elite Coach mentors, and practicing our FUSE sales process.

www.fischerhomes.com
GENERAL HOTELS CORPORATION

GHC LOCATIONS

Indiana  
Illinois  
Kentucky  
Michigan  
Missouri  
Ohio  
Florida (2024)

GHC BENEFITS

Hotel Discounts  
Telemedicine  
PTO/Vacation  
Medical Insurance (after 30 days)  
Pet Insurance  
401K  
and more!

https://www.genhotels.com/
JOIN OUR TEAM

Huse Culinary is a family-owned business that believes people, our hospitality professionals, are what makes us genuinely the best.

LEARN MORE:

BENEFITS:

- FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
- HEALTH INSURANCE
- GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
- COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
- GREAT PAY
- PAID TIME OFF
- REFERRAL BONUS PROGRAM

www.huseculinary.com/careers
Join Our Management Team

We are looking for creative, scrappy, and passionate individuals to join our management staff.

As a member of our team, you will be immersed in a collaborative and visionary restaurant group that is driven by high standards and critical thinking. You will learn with a hands-on approach - with daily feedback and mentorship from our senior managers.

About Memento Mori Hospitality

At Memento Mori Hospitality, our mission is to empower and inspire our employees so together we can do what we love: create meaningful experiences for our guests.

Founded by Jackson and Melissa Kalb in 2018, MMH strives to give our employees the same level of hospitality that we provide every guest who walks through our doors. We will support you as you polish your strengths, and give you a place to shine when you are ready. In return, we ask for excellence, integrity, and an entrepreneurial spirit.

Our vision is to be the most rewarding employer in hospitality by encouraging our team to be creative, scrappy, and passionate.

About Our Restaurants

Jame (El Segundo, CA) is a true neighborhood restaurant - serving salads, sandwiches, and hand-rolled pastas. In Fall 2022, Jame is expanding with a full bar next door. Jackson’s beverage program is motivated by chefs and restauranteurs who have inspired him throughout his career.

Ospi (Venice, CA) is the sophomore restaurant of MMH focused on Southern Italian cooking and way of life. The name derives from ospitante (“host” in Italian), with the expectation that guests will feel as comfortable at Ospi as they would at a friend’s dinner party.

Jemma (Brentwood, CA) is an Italian seafood concept opening in Winter 2022. Inspired by east coast Italian cuisine, Jemma will feature homemade pasta, local seafood, and craft cocktails.

We are conditioned for growth and expanding rapidly - with 15 new stores on the horizon in the next 5 years.

Send resume and cover letter to Nicholas Asoli, Director of Operations (nicholas@mmh.co)
We are looking for our future leaders. This is a place where accomplished leaders thrive and new leaders are given the tools to excel. Leaders at Northstar are great at connecting with our team and creating an environment where all of our co-workers understand the vision, feel supported and can succeed.

Learn more at: careerswithnorthstar.com
SUN COMMUNITIES & SUN OUTDOORS

PROGRAMS OFFERED:
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
MANAGER IN TRAINING

COME MEET US
Purdue Career Fair 9/27
Locations Nationwide

CareersAtSun.com